The Feigenbaum scenario as a model of the limits of conscious information processing.
The Feigenbaum scenario of the mathematical period doubling sequence from order to deterministic chaos has led to new insights about the nonlinear dynamics of a wide variety of physical and biological systems. Multiple realms from purely mechanical systems, fluid dynamics and weather to the patterns of biological growth and the dynamic of the heart, hormone and brain rhythms have been found to exhibit aspects of the Feigenbaum period doubling sequence. We explore the possibility that the Feigenbaum scenario can be extended to experiences of sensation, perception and human cognition as well. We also review the empirical data that supports the view that the Feigenbaum scenario of the period doubling sequence may portray an important limit in conscious information processing. We conclude that a major function of consciousness may be to transform the nonlinear, irrational and difficult to predict dynamics of unconscious nature into the more linear, rational and predictable psychodynamics that make human experience and social life possible.